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Abstract 
Over the past decade, technology and market forces have driven 
convergence across the telecommunications sector, with barriers to 
entry being eroded at an ever increasing pace. The “triple play” and 
“multi-play” service bundles that include voice, video, and data services 
are symptoms of an industry that is rapidly evolving from its highly 
regulated past. As technology has transformed the landscape, it has 
also transformed customer expectations. Yesterday, the network was 
the operator business. Today, the network is just a means to delivering 
customers the diverse experiences they demand. 
 
JacobsRimell has correctly perceived the change in the industry, and 
has developed a next generation Operations Support System (OSS) that 
shifts the focus from the network to customer. It does so with an 
identity-based federated data model and Service-Oriented Architecture 
(SOA) best practices that enable operators to refocus their business on 
their customers, reduce lead time for introducing new offerings, and 
promote process quality and consistency by abstracting fulfillment and 
customer care from the Services that are necessary to support it. 
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I. The Changing Carrier Landscape 

Over the past decade, technology and market forces have driven convergence 
across the telecommunications sector. Traditionally, telco (wireline & wireless) 
and cable operators sold separate services that they delivered via separate 
pipes. However, with IP backbones growing ubiquitous, the nature of the 
operator business has completely transformed. Carriers are no longer selling or 
delivering traditional standalone services such as voice wireline, mobile, video, 
and Internet in a self-contained fashion. Technology and market demand has 
driven telco and cable operators to bundle formerly separate services, and for 
the first time, compete for each other’s customers. More importantly, operators 
are now finding themselves on the same playing field with unfamiliar players 
from fields as diverse as consumer electronics and computers to entertainment 
and personal services. 

Consequently, operators today are in a totally different business that moves at a 
very different pace. No longer simply selling connectivity, today’s “triple play” 
bundling of voice, video, and broadband are simply the first step towards a future 
supermarket of highly personalized services and experiences. Customers now 
take connections and bandwidth for granted. Today, operators are providing 
services that also embed content and deliver convenience, experience or both to 
the end customer. Telco, cable, and Internet operators are transitioning from 
relatively static network providers to service businesses that are customer-driven 
and sparked through innovation in computing and consumer electronics, and 
evolution of content and forms of personal services. For operators, agility, rather 
than the reach of the network, has become the new gold standard for success. 

There are many facets of this business agility requirement that now drives the 
telecommunications industry. The carrier landscape requires several 
fundamental changes, including: 

 A better knowledge of the customer across different lines of business 
and customer touchpoints 

 An ability to provide a diverse services “supermarket” that rapidly 
introduces new, varied services for the full range of customers 

 Improved management of the operator’s information, providing more 
effective, timely service to the customer. 

Just as the new agility requirement has many facets, the solutions operators 
must bring to bear to achieve this agility are equally diverse, and include: 

 Comprehensive, cross-organizational identity management 

 Flexible, customer-centric provisioning tools 

 A federated information model that can pull together data from across 
the organization in a consistent, flexible way 

 Service-Oriented Architecture, and enterprisewide approach to 
organizing IT resources to better meet the business agility requirement. 

The New Customer Service Journey 

The Internet has thoroughly transformed the relationship between telecom/cable 
operators and their customers. Previously, they owned all the services, and they 
delivered them to a specific premise and device. The primary key was the 
account number. Today, operators may not own all the services that they 
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distribute. And, owing to the proliferation and changing nature of services, the 
primary key is the customer, not the account number. Today, the reality is that 
the customer ID ties to multiple service offering IDs. Depending on who owns the 
content of the product or service, operators either share or compete with third 
parties of ownership of the customer relationship. 

Fueled by the emergence of Web-based self service, customers expect a new 
experience from their telco or cable operators. They want more control over 
ordering, configuring, and managing the increasingly rich menu of products and 
services becoming available. They expect to have a “service journey” that doesn’t 
end once they’ve ordered a service. Customers expect a seamless experience as 
they consume, change, or upgrade their service through a self-service portal with 
the help of a customer care representative.  

Consequently, as customers buy bundled services, they expect a single face from 
their provider. They won’t tolerate interacting with their provider through 
separate customer portals for each service. They are also demanding a more 
personalized experience in being able to shape their own service and content 
packages. Consequently, for the provider, the pressure is on to cultivate more 
intimate customer relationships, and prevent churn in a market that continues 
drawing new rivals for customer revenue. 

Presenting a single face and building deeper relationships requires operators to 
develop a 360-degree view of their customer to aid in developing and pinpointing 
the right services for the right customers. That’s a huge challenge, given the 
multiple islands of information that most operators currently maintain. And the 
challenge is growing steeper. Operators are finding themselves in a world where 
each new service offering spawns a new OSS, and often times, a new BSS as 
well.  

As a result, the picture of the customer becomes obscured as rigid, disconnected 
processes blindly replicate customer data whenever they enroll for new service 
offerings. With fixed, rather than data-driven processes, operators accumulate 
multiple overlapping, and frequently inconsistent, records for each customer. 
Although the applications in this sector are vertically unique, the customer data 
duplication problems are similar to those of other industries, such as retail 
banking, which use separate systems dedicated to savings, checking, installment 
loans, mortgage, and other lending accounts. 

The playing field has completely changed. Thanks to broadband convergence, 
customers are gaining access to new forms of content and technology. 
Convenience features, such as email as a new distribution channel for voice mail 
messages are simply the tip of the iceberg when it comes to blending services. 
With greater bandwidth come new opportunities for converging Web 2.0 and 
video such as interactive, multi-player gaming services. 

In place of traditional environments, where the relationship between operator, 
subscriber, and service was quite simple, in today’s marketplace, many-to-many 
relationships are becoming the rules. The result is that telco and cable providers 
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trusted advice and critical insight into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the 
movement to XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT 
vendors, service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
Earn rewards for reading ZapThink research! Visit www.zapthink.com/credit and enter the code JROSS. 
We’ll reward you with ZapCredits that you can use to obtain free research, ZapGear, and more! For more 
information about ZapThink products and services, please call us at +1-781-207-0203, or drop us an 
email at info@zapthink.com. 
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are increasingly finding themselves in “coopetition” with content and technology 
providers for the mindshare and wallet of the customer. For instance, when a 
customer downloads a new ring tone from a Hollywood studio through the 
provider’s network, who is the point of sale, and who will get the lion’s share of 
the fee? Or, when Apple introduced the iPhone, who received the margins for 
application-based services that are transmitted through AT&T’s wireless 
network? 

The Pivotal Role of Identity Management 

One of the key enablers of this new customer service journey identity 
management. Identity management was a minor issue when cable or telco 
operators offered only a handful of services that a single application handled. 
However, as service offerings have proliferated, no single system holds a 
complete picture of the customer. More importantly, the customer, not the 
network, is now the center of the operator’s business.  

Consequently, when managing subscriber relationships, operators must know 
more than the account number; they need to know the full menu of services that 
the customers have ordered, and they must  have an insight on customer 
behaviors and preferences. Customer identity acts as the primary key for what is 
now the lifeblood of the operator’s business: providing access to products and 
services by attaching entitlements to a growing and increasingly varied and 
complex web of service offerings and service inventory. It is key to fulfilling what 
has become a major market demand: that customers insist on the right to 
control and configure the products and services that they receive from the 
operator’s network. 

Identity management has grown essential to the next-generation OSS because it: 

 Presents the definitive record of who is the customer because it 
federates identity data that originates from multiple sources, unifying 
the disparate pieces of customer data into a single view.  

 Provides the environment for managing security, authorizations, and 
entitlements governing customer access to services, provider access to 
customer information, and customer access to operator or third-party 
products and services. 

 Eliminates the need for each service application to enforce its own 
entitlements or access control policies. 

Identity management, therefore, enables the first step on the customer service 
journey, and keeps the journey focused on the customer, rather than the 
operator or the particular application. 

Reinventing service provisioning 

If identity management is the first step on the customer service journey, than the 
service provisioning OSS is the road ahead. The customer experience will make 
or break depending on whether provisioning takes place in a seamless, 
customer-focused manner—and to provide this seamlessness may require 
substantial systems and information management changes on the part of the 
operator. 

As a result, today’s provisioning tools must become tools that help operators 
manage customers and bundles of services. Ultimately, the OSS must be 
capable of interacting with external Service Delivery Platforms (SDPs) that 
provision specific network services as part of a larger, customer-configured 
bundle. It must accommodate the explosion of customer data that has grown 
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more complex in parallel with proliferating service and content offerings. For 
instance, targeting disparate services such as Hollywood film packages or mobile 
device stock tickers requires differing slices of data regarding customer lifestyle 
and investment preferences.  

As operators offer more services, they must know more about the customer, so 
they can optimally target or help the customer make sense of what is becoming a 
growing smorgasbord of service offerings. Furthermore, today’s OSS must 
support hybrid networks because operators are transitioning to new 
technologies. Reflecting the more competitive nature of the market, today’s OSS 
must improve the overall customer experience through: 

 Presenting a single face of the company to the customer 

 Providing customer self-service capabilities for configuring, activating, or 
getting support for network service or access to content 

 Delivering rapid activation of service, often across a hybrid environment 
of multiple networks, which in some cases may involve business 
partners 

 Improving customer care through the ability to eliminate duplications 
and inconstancies in customer records 

Clearly, the OSS and BSS systems of telco and cable operators are specific to 
their industry. Yet, the information challenges that operators face are similar to 
those of most large enterprises. For instance, like many large organizations, telco 
and cable providers rely on information that is trapped inside vertical application 
silos. In part, such silos have come about because most operators have 
dedicated OSS and BSS systems for specific services such as wireline, wireless, 
and broadband. Additionally, like many sectors, operators have accumulated 
new systems as the result of mergers and acquisitions and industry 
restructuring. And, when it comes time to rolling out new services, most providers 
have simply added new application silos rather than reengineering legacy 
systems. 

Compounding matters, the data have grown more complex. Traditionally, 
operators maintained data stores with relatively simple information about the 
customer. Besides core name, address, and credit card or billing information, the 
data would list service plan or tier and payment history. Today, customer data 
contain far more elements than service plans or bandwidth; such data also 
include the preferences for different groupings of services, and related data 
encompassing lifestyle, demographics, partner products consumption, and other 
affinity data. Together, these data paint a picture of the preferences that the 
customer has for assembling the package of services that they consume.  

Because operators are evolving into one-stop supermarkets for services and 
content, they require a single view of the customer’s preferences for all services. 
And, as the customer travels through their service journeys, fragments of 
metadata continue accumulating. For instance, while some parts of the business 
are focused strictly on traditional network provisioning, other parts may originate 
or partner with external providers to deliver business or entertainment-related 
content, host online gaming experiences, repackage real-time market, traffic, or 
sports scores updates.  
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II. The Importance of Service Orientation 

In most large organizations, IT has struggled to keep pace with change to 
business requirements because of the cost and complexity of maintaining 
existing IT environments. According to common industry figures, maintenance 
typically accounts for at least 70 - 80% of IT expenditures. Service Orientation is 
a business approach that leverages IT resources as flexible, business-oriented 
Services. Services abstract the underlying complexity of the IT environment, 
providing greater power and flexibility to the business.  

The core enabler of Service Orientation is Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), 
a set of best practices for organizing and managing IT resources as loosely-
coupled Services and people to build and support such Services. Properly 
implemented, SOA will enable business users to compose Services together into 
flexible, composite applications called Service-Oriented Business Applications 
(SOBAs) that allow operators to rapidly implement new processes to serve their 
customers’ changing needs.  

The Synergy: Federated Data and SOA 

It’s important to remember that the Services at the heart of SOA abstract both 
application functionality as well as information. When data come from many 
different sources, abstracting those diverse, heterogeneous data in the context 
of SOA can pull together organizational silos and provide a key enabler of agility 
to the customer. This core advantage of SOA is especially important in today’s 
world, where the menu of service offerings is far more varied and constantly 
changing than before. In many cases, carriers are delivering offerings in 
conjunction with third parties who provide content or supplementary network 
services. With each new service offering comes the requirement for new 
applications.  

Complementing the wealth of network and content service offerings is the need 
to maintain data encompassing customers, business relationships with third 
parties, and an array of applications related to managing and operating an 
ecosystem comprising multiple networks. Today, applications and data are 
constantly changing, and they involve linkages with multiple stakeholders 
involved with delivering such a diverse array of service offerings. The quantity of 
data and the number of sources overwhelms traditional information 
management approaches, to the point where it becomes practically impossible 
to consistently name, describe, locate access, manage, secure, and share the 
information. 

That quantity of data dictates a federated information model that allows 
operators to gain a single logical and consistent view of the customer. Strictly 
defined, federating data means abstracting management and access to data 
that appears in multiple databases or file systems. With a federated data 
architecture, the organization can interact with data without specifying the 
source of the data. Data federation requires a metadata layer that stores data 
definition, location, and relationships to other data. The metadata layer can 
support virtualization of routine operations such as placing queries or performing 
maintenance on data. More importantly, it enables organizations to swap or add 
new data sources as business conditions, such as a change of business partners 
or rollout of new operator service offerings. 

For operators competing in a market that has transformed into a complex, 
rapidly evolving ecosystem, there is clear synergy between federating data and 
federating applications or processes. For operators, federating data is the first 
step towards business agility because it makes possible the ability to manage 
the customer as a single logical entity. SOA in turn, is the architecture that 
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makes the promise of agility real. Standards-based SOA enables the loose 
coupling of data and processes that allows heavily siloed industries such as telco 
and cable operators to act as cohesive units that can turn on a dime.  

Just as federated data architectures abstract access and management of 
customer data that reside in multiple systems, SOA abstracts the core Services 
that are necessary for performing routine actions such as provisioning and 
customer activation, billing, managing customer interactions from CRM systems, 
and creating customer care self-service portals. 

Fundamentally, to achieve the core agility benefit, SOA requires that operators 
offer the following: 

 A highly federated information and process model and architecture that 
bridges all internal silos and external partners as well.  

 An approach that federates the old with the new. Because it is not 
practical to rip and replace decades-old bedrock systems, operators 
must be capable of exposing information and process assets from 
legacy systems, abstracting them, and federating them with applications 
supporting new service offerings rapidly.  

 A new approach to data governance that assumes that the repurposing 
of data into multiple views that different stakeholders may own, or have 
authorization to access. For instance, while one part of the business 
may have responsibility over the customer record, another will be 
responsible for impact of customer orders on network resources or 
service offering inventory.  

 A data fabric that provides a declarative environment that solves many 
of the anarchy issues that would otherwise arise. Stateful data provide 
the necessary governance across service domains, which various 
product development groups across the operator and its partner 
ecosystem consume. 

 Furthermore, the dynamic, loosely coupled nature of SOA provides an 
architecture for managing identity in heterogeneous, federated 
environments as well. SOA abstracts Services from the underlying 
physical implementation, and that abstraction provides the flexibility to 
manage identity independent of concerns about the underlying platform. 
This independence is critical for operators who must validate and 
authenticate identity and grant permissions, or entitlements to service 
offerings that originate from a wide variety of platforms. 

III. JacobsRimell: Transforming an Industry with SOA and Federated 
Information Strategies  

In today’s converged, rapidly changing communications services market, 
information management is the key to building and operating a successful OSS. 
Using an information management approach, operators can leverage and control 
information about all facets of their business, including their customers, 
products, service offerings, third party relationships, and infrastructure. 
JacobsRimell (JR) has based their APS Service Fulfillment solutions, which cover 
residential and business services, and provide subscriber information 
management, on a customer-centric information model that supports the 
strategic refocusing of the operator business from network to customer. JR’s APS 
Information Management Architecture is shown in the figure below.  
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JR’s APS solutions are transformation enablers that are helping operators evolve 
into service providers. The key differentiators are its Service-oriented information 
management architecture that sets customer identity as the focal point of a 
highly federated, loosely coupled information architecture, and its data fabric, 
which uses a declarative, data-driven approach for dynamically managing and 
connecting customers, service offerings, and third-party content or service 
provider relationships. 

APS Information Management Architecture 
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Source: JacobsRimell 

As shown in the diagram above, this architecture decouples core processes such 
as billing, customer care, and provisioning of network elements from source 
databases and applications. Similarly, JR’s APS decouples the data models as 
well, using a federated information repository to paint a single picture of data 
that resides across network elements, service applications, other OSS systems, 
billing systems, and other applications. Major elements of JR’s information 
model include: 

 Technical product catalog, which specifies the operator services that 
comprise the product, the configuration specifications of the service 
offering, plus supporting data on how resources are configured when 
incorporated into the product 

 Policy data that is used for resolving conflicts, limiting usage, and 
influencing the flow of a business process based on input data 

 Customer specific data that service delivering applications hold 

 Resource specific data that contain information that allows for the use 
of a resource  
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 Metadata that define state of a service or a customer, and correlate 
data regarding each of the elements of the operator’s business. 

JR’s APS federated data model makes it possible to view and manage 
subscriber-related data in several ways. It provides a multi-governance 
information model that organizes dispersed and disparate data into a product 
catalog, subscriber profiles and product instances. It provides a more flexible, 
granular approach to differentiating and mapping the different product catalogs 
that OSS and CRM/billing system catalogs maintain. While the JR’s APS 
maintains the technical product catalog, which stores technical specifications on 
the services comprising the product and associated resource dependencies, it 
can dynamically correlate the data to the CRM/billing system catalog, which 
carries product name and pricing, promotions, payment method, and availability. 
Operators can thereby gain more insights into their business through queries 
that slice and dice federated data, such as which subscribers are consuming the 
greatest amount of resources. 

Furthermore, this model enables the right stakeholders to take responsibility for 
specific aspects of subscriber data, and it provides a map for enabling 
employees, business partners, and customers themselves to view data on a 
need-to-know basis. JR’s federated data repository and its SOA architecture, 
which decouples source systems such as service applications, service catalogs, 
network elements (which contribute to resource views), and CRM and billing 
systems (which contain customer data) to expose the data as services and 
readily compose it into different views. 

SOA in Action: JacobsRimell’s Multi-Governance Information Model 

JacobsRimell’s Multi-Governance Information Model represents the overlaps 
among subscriber profiles, product instances, and product catalogs across 
product, service, and resource inventories. This Information Model pulls together 
the threads of SOA, federated data, and identity management and is shown in 
the figure below. JR’s Multi-Governance Information Model builds the foundation 
of its subscriber-centric solution. Using the metadata layer of its federated 
information model, and the loose coupling of Services that SOA provides, this 
information governance model makes it possible to organize what is becoming a 
growing, heterogeneous mass of data for businesses that are becoming similarly 
heterogeneous.  

JR’s Multi-Governance Information Model addresses several challenges 
discussed in this paper: 

 Federation of subscriber information based on identity management, 
enabling operators to know their customers 

 Federation of services information from multiple sources so that the 
operator can set up a service “supermarket” 

 Federation of OSS information across networks and SDPs so that the 
operator can carry out multi-service, multi-network provisioning 

 And, of course, the Information Model is fundamentally Service-oriented. 
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Multi-Governance Information Model 
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Source: TM Forum 

It’s important to note, however, that JR does not view their Information Model as 
addressing a conventional Business Intelligence problem, where you slice and 
dice data using a centralized or hub-and-spoke federated OLAP data store to 
deliver each stakeholder group their own view. Instead, JR’s APS employs a 
Service-oriented, “data fabric” approach that enables all views, transactions, and 
other activities regarding the customer’s service journey, and the operator’s 
management of subscriber and business partner relationships, to be fully data 
driven.  

Furthermore, the APS factors in process, and the assumptions that for operators, 
the business is becoming more dynamic. It assumes that different stakeholders 
will need to access a network of common resources to perform different actions. 
For instance, a network technician might change subscriber information via the 
console on a switch; a user might access the user portal to change preference 
settings for unified messaging and specify actions to perform based on specific 
events; or a trading partner may need to see a customer’s service inventory as 
part of their business process flow  In some cases, those network resources 
might be on the network maintained by a third party. 

Consequently, JR’s Multi-Governance Information Model relies on SOA to 
capitalize on the likelihood that each slice of the business must be able to 
interact with a resource where ownership or location may vary. Using SOA, JR’s 
APS abstracts the request for access from the actual Service that provides it. 
Consider the following example: In a dynamically changing environment, the 
actual instance of a product that the subscriber requests may change, or the 
provider sources the product from a new business partner. Using SOA, each 
stakeholder, from employee to customer or business partner, gains access to the 
right resources, to perform the right actions, at the right time. 
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provides it.  
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By designing its APS using SOA, JR’s APS yields several key benefits, including: 

 Enabling operators to develop customer-centric views of their products, 
service offerings, and operations to drive their business, including a 
single, consistent view of the subscriber.  

 Faster idea-to-implementation times, a business agility benefit. With 
applications for new products or service offerings exposed as Web 
Services operators need not worry about dependencies on network or 
other IT infrastructure applications when conducting rollouts. SOA 
enables operators to focus on developing new services, rather than the 
usual headaches of systems integration. 

 The ability to create service offering mashups empowering customers to 
create and combine packages of services without impacting source 
systems. This is critical to enabling the seamless “Service Journeys” that 
customers demand. Behind the scenes, enabling such mashups 
involves assembling and re-purposing key supporting data elements 
such as service type, customer preferences, and entitlements with 
business partners. Because APS abstracts requesting new service 
offerings from supporting processes (such as provisioning), activating 
new combinations of subscriber service offerings is transparent. 

IV. The ZapThink Take 

Telco and cable providers have long operated in their own worlds with their own 
sets of operational and business systems. Yet, when you peel away the 
acronyms, telco and cable alike face business agility and integration challenges 
that would be familiar to any large, diversified enterprise. Similarly, the telco and 
cable fields have undergone immense restructuring and M&A in recent years, 
which should sound quite familiar to enterprises across other commercial 
sectors. Echoing similar experiences from sectors such as consumer electronics 
or automotives, the telco and cable businesses have evolved from static, 
relatively uncompetitive businesses to a single competitive and volatile 
converged industry. Today, the competitive playing field changes almost on a 
weekly basis, spawning potential opportunities with new classes of business 
partners from previously unrelated sectors, and potential rivalries as new service 
or technology providers enter the field. 

Not surprisingly, the key business challenge facing telco and cable operators 
today is one of bridging silos and enabling agility. The bottom line for operators is 
that where the network once defined the business, today the customer drives the 
business. JR has correctly perceived the shift and has redefined the classic OSS 
to embrace the move from network to customer centricity. JR’s APS rethinks the 
OSS, which used focus on network provisioning, to one that enables the 
customer experience. It has built its APS on the following two key building blocks  

 Data Federation, which correctly assumes that in today’s operator 
organization, there is no single source of the truth. Federating data is an 
astute move that accommodates huge legacy investments, provides the 
flexibility to extend the data model as operational and business 
requirements dictate, and make possible a single view of the customer 
to the business, and a single face of the business to the customer. 

 SOA, which abstracts the processes that support the operator services 
and content.  

The key business 
challenge facing telco 
and cable operators 
today is one of 
bridging silos and 
enabling agility. 
Where the network 
once defined the 
business, today the 
customer drives the 
business.  
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JR capitalizes on the synergy of a federated data model and SOA. As a federated 
data model abstracts information from its sources, SOA abstracts data and 
application functionality traditionally bound inside application and database 
silos. By capitalizing on data federation and SOA, JR’s APS enables business 
agility. By abstracting data from its source, JR makes possible a single view of 
the customer, a single view of the business, and a single face of the business to 
the customer. And by embracing SOA, JR abstracts the applications that enable 
new network services and content. In so doing, operators can change a service, 
deprecate obsolete or less profitable offerings, and introduce new services 
without worrying about dependencies on customer records, billing or other back 
office operations. And while JR’s APS doesn't remove the dependency on network 
infrastructure, its embrace of SOA provides the architecture that enables 
operators to replace or modify that infrastructure far more readily. 
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